Grammar
Present Simple with HAVE GOT Mixed: positive, negative, questions
1. I .................................. a dog and a parrot.
2. .................. you .................. a car?
3. She .................................. a brilliant idea.
4. .................. he .................. a bike?
5. We .................................. (not) time right now.
6. I'm afraid she .................................. (not) any money.
7. My sister .................................. a new boyfriend.
8. .................. your brother .................. long hair?
9. Monica .................................. (not) blond hair.
10. Tim .................................. an expensive watch.
11. How many books .................. you ..................?
12. .................. your parents .................. a blue car?
13. How many sisters .................. John ..................?
14. .................. Kate .................. younger sisters?
15. I .................................. (not) any brothers or sisters.
16. Julia .................................. fair hair.
17. This notebook .................................. 50 pages.
18. They .................................. a lot of free time during summer.
19. How much money .................. she ..................?
20. Why .................. your sister .................. a broken arm?
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Key
1. I have got a dog and a parrot.
2. Have you got a car?
3. She has got a brilliant idea.
4. Has he got a bike?
5. We haven't got time right now.
6. I'm afraid she hasn't got any money.
7. My sister has got a new boyfriend.
8. Has your brother got long hair?
9. Monica hasn't got blond hair.
10. Tim has got an expensive watch.
11. How many books have you got?
12. Have your parents got a blue car?
13. How many sisters has John got?
14. Has Kate got younger sisters?
15. I haven't got any brothers or sisters.
16. Julia has got fair hair.
17. This notebook has got 50 pages.
18. They have got a lot of free time during summer.
19. How much money has she got?
20. Why has your sister got a broken arm?
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